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Abstract

Anycast is a new communication paradigm defined in IPv6. Different from unicast and multicast routing, routers on the inter-
network deliver an anycast datagram to the nearest available node. By shifting the task of resolving destinations from source node
to internetwork, anycasting is highly flexible and cost-effective on routing process and inherently load-balanced and robust on
server selection. To achieve these objectives, not only ‘‘distance’’ but also other metrics, such as load balance, reliability, QoS,
can and should be taken into account in anycast routing. The IPv6 basic header is designed in a simple and fixed-length format
for the purpose of efficient forwarding. Extra data and options needed for packet processing are encoded into extension headers.
Such a design makes possible the adding of extension headers for special purposes. In this paper, we define routing extension
headers for IPv6 anycasting to enable various types of anycast routing mechanism. Scenarios are also provided to demonstrate
how to apply them.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

‘‘Host Anycasting Service’’ for IP nedtwork, submitted
by Partridge et al. [1], was released as IETF RFC-1546
on Nov. 1993. The original motivation for anycasting is
to simplify the task of finding an appropriate server at IP
layer. In [1], Partridge et al. described the behavior of any-
casting as follows: ‘‘A host transmits a datagram to an any-
cast address and the internetwork is responsible for
providing best effort delivery of the datagram to at least
one, and preferably only one, of the servers that accept dat-
agrams for the anycast address’’. In other words, the inter-
network promises to deliver packets to the closest available
host through the shortest path. By shifting the task of
resolving destinations from source node to internetwork,
anycasting is highly flexible as well as cost-effective on rout-
ing process. In addition, anycasting is inherently load-bal-
anced and robust on server selection.

IP anycast service is first proposed on IPv4. As a new type
of address, ‘‘anycast address’’ is explicitly defined in ‘‘Inter-
net Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification’’ (RFC-1883)
on December 1995. It is used to send a packet to any single
node of a group. RFC-1883 was obsoleted by RFC-2460 on
December 1998 [2], which is the current version of IPv6
specification and is at the ‘‘Draft Standard’’ level now.
RFC-2526, ‘‘Reserved IPv6 Subnet Anycast Address’’, is
another important RFC that defines a set of reserved
anycast addresses within each subnet prefix, and lists the ini-
tial allocation of these reserved subnet anycast addresses [3].

It is recognized that anycast potentially has the ability of
providing a number of important services on Internet such
as efficiently accessing well-known services, mirrored dat-
abases, web sites, and message servers. Many proposals
and research results on anycast service have been published
since the 90’. The experimental or scoped IPv6 implemen-
tations are widely deployed today. Relatively, the realiza-
tion of anycast service is still far away.

The usages of IPv6 anycasting are still evolving. The def-
inition and behavior of anycasting are not clear enough
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until now. To make anycasting be able to be implemented
at current stage, RFC-3513, which defines the addressing
architecture of IPv6, imposes two restrictions on anycast
addresses for security reasons [4]:

• Using anycast address as the source address of an IPv6
packet is not allowed.

• Assigning anycast address to IPv6 host is not allowed
either. An anycast address can only be assigned to an
IPv6 router.

These restrictions substantially limit the usage of any-
cast address. As a matter of fact, only a few applications
can use anycast address well without breaking the restric-
tions. One example is the Mobile IPv6 Home-Agent any-
cast address [5].

Many researchers are trying to solve these problems.
The IETF Multicast & Anycast Group Membership (mag-
ma) Working Group in Internet area is working on the
group management protocol which allows hosts to inform
routers their member status within a group. Furthermore,
another new IETF Practical Anycasting Working Group
is also being established to work on these issues. As people
expect to make anycast service extensively utilized, we
believe that these restrictions will be removed in the near
future.

In the following sections, we will analyze and design the
routing extension headers for IPv6 anycasting and explain
how to apply these headers. The ultimate goal is to clarify
the definition and behavior of anycasting. Our design also
enables various new types of anycast routing mechanisms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we survey and analyze the current researches on IP any-
casting. Three observations of important factors for any-
casting are given as well. In Section 3, we present our
design of anycast routing extension headers. Section 4
depicts scenarios to demonstrate how to use these headers.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Survey and analysis

We briefed the definition of anycasting in RFCs and its
current status in the last section. The use of IPv6 anycast-
ing is still evolving, and the definition is unclear at present.
In this section, we first categorize the current researches on
anycast. Then, we will analyze the variations of anycast
definition and behavior between RFCs and current
researches. Based on the analysis, we will design anycast
routing headers in the next section.

The researches on IPv6 anycasting can be divided into
six categories in terms of topic. For each category, a lot
of efforts have been done. Considering the relevance to
our paper, we only explain some of them in more detail.
The first category is survey and introduction. In these
papers, some basic concepts on IPv6 anycast are discussed
[6–8]. The second category focuses on anycast architecture
[9–11]. The GIA system [9] provides a possible solution to

global-scale anycasting. The i3 network [10] proposes a
new infrastructure which is responsible for mapping the
destination ID to the IP address of the final recipient. In
[11] a protocol was given for anycast group membership
management. Routing algorithm is the third category.
Papers in this category deal with problems of server selec-
tion (or named as destination selection). The task of server
selection is to select an appropriate server from all candi-
date destinations mapped to the anycast address according
to the metric of routing algorithm. Possible metrics include
response time, QoS, load balance, fault tolerance etc., and
combinations of them. Once the destination is selected,
router can send the datagram out using information in
the routing table. [12–15] are some researches on routing
algorithm.

In category four, application of anycast service is dis-
cussed [16,17]. How to apply anycast service is a very
important topic. Facilities of anycast service should be bet-
ter understood by people. Only by doing that, the full
deployment of anycast-supported routers can become pos-
sible. Category five probes into the evaluations and analy-
ses of anycasting [18]. As for category six, which pertains to
mobile networks, a number of research results are present-
ed on how anycast can be applied to a mobile environment.
This category is out of the scope of this paper.

In the process of categorization, we observed three
important factors for anycasting:

(i) The number of datagram copies transferred on the
network or the number of destinations the datagram
is sent to.

(ii) The policy of destination selection.
(iii) The replaceability of anycast address by the unicast

address of an available destination.

The RFCs propose that an anycast datagram should be
sent to ‘‘one’’ ‘‘nearest’’ available destination without
address replacement. By assigning different values of these
three factors, we can enable many interesting communica-
tion models. The details will be presented in the next two
sections.

3. Design of anycast routing headers

All IP datagrams start with a basic header. Extension
headers follow the basic header and contain options and
information for datagram exception processing. Data-
grams with the basic header only are handled by a router
using its fast path; datagrams with additional processing
requests are routed via a slow path. Headers are recom-
mended to appear in a certain order [2]. Generally speak-
ing, routers only parse hop-by-hop options and routing
headers. Once a router reaches a header which does not
belong to hop-by-hop options and routing headers, it does
not need to look further at the datagram.

Fig. 1 is the format of IPv6 routing extension header.
The routing header gives the source node the ability to con-
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trol the routing path of datagrams. So far, three types of
routing header have been proposed [19].

• Type 0: Source Routing
In type 0 routing header, the source node lists those
intermediate routers which must be visited from itself
to the destination.

• Type 1: Nimrod
Type 1 is proposed by Charles Lynn [19].

• Type 2
A new type 2 routing header is defined in Mobile IPv6.
It allows the packet to be routed directly from a corre-
spondent node to the mobile node’s care-of address.

3.1. Format of anycast routing header

Anycast addresses are allocated from the unicast
address space and syntactically indistinguishable from
unicast addresses. However, the routing algorithm
applied to anycast datagrams should be different from
that to unicast datagrams. To enable the ability of
assigning routers to use different algorithms, we propose
a new routing type variant for anycast routing and des-
ignate it as type 3.

Type 3 routing header is used for a source node to
assign the routing algorithm and parameters applied
on the anycast datagram. The routing algorithm is spec-
ified in Routing Method field, and parameters are
assigned in Method-specific data field. From Sections
3.3–3.5, we define three classes of anycast routing head-
er for different routing methods. Other routing algo-
rithms can define its own class of anycast routing
header if needed.

Fig. 2 is the format of anycast routing header we define.
The first three fields are same as defined in [2]. Fields are
described as follows:

• Next Header:
An 8-bit selector identifies the type of header immediate-
ly following the routing header, and uses the same val-
ues as the IPv6 Next Header field.

• Hder Ext Len:
An 8-bit unsigned integer represents the length of the
routing header in 8-octet units, not including the first
8 octets.

• Routing Type = 0x03:
An 8-bit identifier indicates a particular routing header
variant.

• Reserved
An 8-bit reserved field defines this field as Segments Left
field for type 0 routing header in RFC-2460. However, it
may be meaningless for other routing types. We reserve
this field for the compatibility reason.

• Routing Method:
An 8-bit selector identifies the method of anycast rout-
ing used to route the datagram.

• Method-specific Data:
A variable-length field, of format determined by the
Routing Method, and of length such that the complete
routing header is an integer multiple of 8 octets
long.

3.2. Routing header for multiple destination routing method

Routing header for multiple destination routing method
is used for source node to request routers to duplicate dat-
agrams in routing process. The reasons for duplicating dat-
agrams are twofold: Source node may want to find more
than one server by one single anycast request, or it may
want a datagram to be sent through a fault-tolerant and
reliable routing method.

Fig. 3 is the format of routing header for multiple desti-
nation routing method. Fields in the header are described
as follows:

• Routing Method = 0x01
• Diverse Level:

An 8-bit unsigned integer represents the number of
remaining diverse levels. If Diverse Level is 0xFF, the
datagram will be attempted to be delivered to all nodes
in the anycast group.

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 8 bits

Next Header Hder Ext Len Routing Type = 3 Reserved 

Routing Method 

Method-specific Data 

Fig. 2. Format of anycast routing header.

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 

Next Header Hder Ext Len Routing Type =3 Reserved 

Routing Method =1 Diverse Level Number of Destinations 

Fig. 3. Routing header for multiple destination routing method.

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 

Next Header Hder Ext Len Routing Type Segments Left

Type-specific Data 

Fig. 1. Routing extension header of IPv6.
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• Number of Destinations:An 16-bit unsigned integer rep-
resents the number of destination nodes that should be
sent.

When a router receives a datagram with a multiple des-
tination routing header appended, the following algorithm
will be performed.

if Diverse Level = 0 {

get Number of Destination, n0, from the received dat-

agram according to the routing algorithm, determine

the number of copies, i, and their Number of Destina-

tions n1 . . . ni, the summation of n1 to ni should equal

to n0 duplicate the original datagram into i copies, set
Diverse Level to 0, and Number of Destinations to n1

. . . ni send out these i copies to different outgoing

links

}
else if 0 < Diverse Level < 0xFF {

duplicate the datagram into k copies specified in

Number of Destinations in k duplicated datagrams,

decrease Diverse Level by one and set Number of
Destinations to k send out these k copies to different

outgoing links

}
else if Diverse Level = 0xFF {

send out duplicated datagrams to all outgoing links

with an available destination

}

3.3. Routing header for favorite-list routing method

In many situations, source node is not ignorant
about the available destinations of an anycast address.
It may have a favorite destination list for an anycast
address obtained from some other ways or previous
caches, and wants to provide the list to routers to
improve the quality of destination selection. The favor-
ite destination list can be either strictly limited or
unstrictly limited. Also, it can be either ordered or
unordered. There may be another list, a disfavorite des-
tination list, and its behavior is similar to the favorite
destination list.

Fig. 4 is the format of routing header for favorite-list
routing method. Fields in the header are described as
follows:

• Routing Method = 0x02
• F flag:

A 1-bit flag indicates either a favorite destination list
(F = 1), or a disfavorite destination list (F = 0).

• S flag:
A 1-bti flag indicates the destination list is either strict-
ly limited (S = 1), or unstrictly limited (S = l0). If the
flag is set, a router can only send the datagram to an
address in the favorite destination list. Or it can not
send the datagram to any address in the disfavorite
destination list.

• O flag:
A 1-bit flag indicates the list is either ordered (O = 1), or
unordered (O = 0). If the flag is set, it means that an
address in a favorite destination list is preferred to any
others behind it.

• Address [1..n]:
128-bit addresses comprise the favorite/disfavorite desti-
nation list. Addresses in the list should be the IPv6 uni-
cast addresses of destination nodes that the anycast
address refers to.

When a router receives a datagram with a favorite-list
routing header appended, the following algorithm will be
performed.

let k be the number of destinations to be selected. k = 1 by

default, or determined by multiple destination routing

header if it exists.

select case {

case: F = 1, S = 0, O = 0

randomly select k destinations from the favorite desti-
nation list if they are reachable.

if the number of reachable destinations in the list is less

than k, the insufficient parts are determined by routing

algorithm

case: F = 1, S = 0, O = 1

select the first k reachable destinations from the list.

8 bits  8 bits 8 bits 8 bits

Next Header Hder Ext Len Routing Type = 3 Reserved

Routing Method=2 F S O Reserved

Address [1] 

Address [2] 

Address [n] 

Fig. 4. Routing header for favorite-list routing method.
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if the number of reachable destinations in the list is less

than k, the insufficient parts are determined by routing

algorithm.

case: F = 1, S = 1, O = 0

randomly select k reachable destinations from the list.

no other destinations are selected even the number of
reachable destinations in the list is less than k

case: F = 1, S = 1, O = 1

select the first k reachable destinations from the list.

no other destinations are selected even the number of

reachable destinations in the list is less than k

case: F = 0, S = 0, O = 0

select k reachable destinations not on the disfavorite

list.
if the number of reachable destinations not on the list is

less than k, randomly select the insufficient parts from

the list.

case: F = 0, S = 0, O = 1

select k reachable destinations not on the disfavorite

list.

if the number of reachable destinations not on the list is

less than k, select the insufficient parts from the last of list.
case: F = 0, S = 1, O do not care

select k reachable destinations not on the disfavorite

list.

no other destinations are selected even the number of

reachable destinations not on the list is less than k

}

3.4. Routing header for decision-deferred routing method

If the anycast address specified in the destination field of
a datagram can be replaced by a unicast address of a select-
ed destination during its routing process, the datagram can
be routed through a fast path as normal unicast datagrams
at its latter remaining itinerary. This improves the routing
performance of an anycast datagram. On the other hand,
an anycast address which is not replaced by a unicast
address in a datagram can keep the flexibility on selecting
an appropriate destination. This benefits the destination
selection task. A source node may want to express whether
an address replacement is needed. The decision-deferred
routing header is designed for this purpose.

Fig. 5 is the format of routing header for decision-de-
ferred routing method. Fields in the header are described
as follows:

• Routing Method = 0x03
• TTR:

A 2-bit selector stands for Time-To-Replace.
0: an anycast address specified in the destination field

is replaceable by the unicast address of a selected
destination, and the replacement time is determined
by the routing algorithm.

1: replaces the anycast address as soon as possible.
2: replaces the anycast address as late as possible.
3: decision-deferred routing; replaces the anycast ad-

dress if no more information can be obtained.

When a router receives a datagram with a decision-de-
ferred routing header appended, the following algorithm
will be performed.

if TTR = 0 {

replace the anycast address in the destination field with

the unicast address of a selected destination at any time

the routing algorithm requests to

}
else if TTR = 1 {

replace the anycast address once any available destina-

tion is found

}
else if TTR = 2 {

don’t replace the anycast address unless it is needed

}
else if TTR = 3 {

replace the anycast address only if no more information

can be obtained

}

3.5. Extensibility of anycast routing header

Anycast routing headers are the type 3 routing extension
headers of IPv6; therefore, they have the same ordering
relations as type 0 routing header defined in RFC-2460.
As for the ordering of various classes of anycast routing
headers, it can be arranged at will.

The number of various classes of anycast routing head-
ers in a datagram is not limited. It can be from 0 to several.
The same class header may appear more than once too.
For example, a source node may specify a favorite destina-
tion list and disfavorite destination list in the same data-
gram. However, the combination of different classes of
headers should still remain reasonable and achievable.

Anycast routing header is extensible. In the above sec-
tions, we have defined three classes of anycast routing
headers for different anycast routing methods. More clas-
ses of headers can be defined in the future if needed. As
many as 256 classes of headers can be defined in our
design.

4. Scenarios

In this section, we will give each class of anycast routing
header at least one scenario to demonstrate how the header
can be applied.

8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 8 bits 

Next Header Hder Ext Len Routing Type =3 Reserved 

Routing Method=3 TTR Reserved 

Fig. 5. Routing header for decision-deferred routing method.
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4.1. Scenarios for the multiple destination routing header

4.1.1. Scenario 1

Considering a distributed computing system on Inter-
net, servers providing computing power are joined togeth-
er with an anycast address. A client node wants to allocate
a computing power which needs to be provided by a num-
ber of servers collectively. The client node can send the
request using an anycast datagram with a multiple destina-
tion routing header. And the number of servers needed,
say k, can be assigned in the Number of Destinations field.
Then the request datagram will be duplicated and deliv-
ered to the nearest k servers. Furthermore, the multiple
destination routing header can combine with routing head-
ers related to server selection policy, e.g., the favorite-list
routing header, to select the k servers using different
criteria.

4.1.2. Scenario 2

In some cases, the client node may want to locate a
specific server in an anycast group but has no idea which
and where the server is. The multiple destination routing
header with the Diverse Level greater than 0 is designed
for this purpose. The datagram will be duplicated and
delivered to different destinations. The values of the
Diverse Level and the Number of Destinations fields
determine the depth and width of the spread of the dat-
agram. With the help of the Hop Limit field in the basic
header, datagrams are prevented from being forwarded
infinitely.

4.1.3. Scenario 3

In most of the distributed systems, a server discovery
process or a state synchronization process will be needed
at the initial time or periodically. The multiple destination
routing header with Diverse Level equal to 0xFF can be
used to notify the routers to deliver the datagram to all
the available servers. In fact, it is the multicast scheme
for an anycast group.

4.2. Scenarios for the favorite-list routing header

4.2.1. Scenario 1

The current implementation of a P2P application usual-
ly needs to connect to one of a number of directory servers
in the beginning. Anycast can be utilized to connect to the
nearest server. Theoretically, every directory server can
provide the same service. However, distance, server load-
ing, capability, information of these directory servers could
be different. By way of the favorite-list routing header,
users can assign their favorite servers in Address [1..n]
according to their own priorities.

4.2.2. Scenario 2
Most anycast routing algorithms have the tendency to

route datagrams with the same anycast address to the same
destination. Sometimes, the destination selected by a router

could be unreachable because of network link or hardware
failures. Anycasting will select another available one auto-
matically after the network detects the failure. During this
period, the datagram cannot be delivered to any other
available destinations. Furthermore, a destination selected
by a router could contain fabricated data. In both cases,
the source node can explicitly list their disfavorite servers
in Address[1..n] of a favorite-list routing header and set F
flag to 0. S flag can be set to 1 to indicate the strictness
as well. By doing that, a basic defense against counterfeit
servers is provided.

4.3. Scenario for the decision-deferred routing header

4.3.1. Scenario

In [20], Yamamoto et al. proposed an active anycast
routing method. The router selects a destination based
on some probability and previously measured metrics.
Once the destination is selected, the destination address
of the datagram is replaced with the unicast address of
the target node.

In this case, a decision-deferred routing header can be
used. TTR can be set to 1 to inform router to replace the
anycast address with the corresponding unicast address
as soon as possible.

5. Conclusions

Contributions of our paper to IPv6 anycast are in three
aspects:

First, we have clarified the definition and behavior of
anycasting. Anycast service is expected to be extensively
implemented. Many researchers and organizations have
been devoted to the development of the service with much
effort. However, due to the obscuration of definition and
restrictions, the use of anycast service is limited and far
from realized. We presented three variation factors of any-
casting base on observations. Then we defined the type 3
routing extension header for IPv6 anycasting. By defining
the headers, the definition and behavior of anycasting were
refined. With respect to routing algorithm, anycasting
should be different from unicasting and multicasting. The
proposed anycast routing headers enable anycast data-
grams to indicate their desired routing algorithms.

Second, a number of new possible anycast routing mod-
els were explored. We have proposed three classes of rout-
ing extension headers in this paper. The new routing
models were explored by assigning various values to fields
in the headers. Anycast routing headers we have defined
substantially increase the capability of anycasting and
make it more complete.

Third, we have provided a good architecture to incorpo-
rate most of the current anycast routing algorithms and
made them possible to be implemented in a standard
way. The extensibility of anycast routing headers is well-de-
signed. More classes of headers can be defined for different
anycast routing models in the future.
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There is still much work to be done before IPv6 anycast-
ing can be realized. It is hoped that this paper can bring us
one step toward the realization.
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